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WELCOME
AN INTRODUCTION FROM THE HEADTEACHER
The transition from Year 11 to post-16 study
marks an important new stage in your school
career. You have the opportunity to choose three
subjects to study which are closely matched to
your interests, and which you will enjoy. You will
work increasingly independently, and will be
given responsibility to manage your studies within
a supportive and strong community.
In addition to your chosen subjects you will have
the opportunity to research and develop a project
which will demonstrate your depth of thinking.
You will develop your knowledge of the wider
world through life skills opportunities.
Alongside the challenge of studying to the highest
level, we believe it is important for students to
develop personally through their post-16 study.
In employment we are judged both on quality and
on character. We want students to understand
what it means to produce work of excellence, but
to do so whilst supporting others and developing
strong leadership skills. Our Sixth Form students
are all involved in working with younger students
and the local community as part of their
programme of study.
The world beyond year 11 is full of possibilities.
There is no single map to identify the best path
for all students. I hope this guide will give you
useful information to mark a path for your future
success, and that you will choose to study at
EWS in years 12 and 13.

MRS MATHARU
HEADTEACHER

SIXTH FORM AT EWS
A WELCOME FROM THE SIXTH FORM TEAM
Almost every student finds their time in Sixth Form the most
enjoyable two years of their time at school. Students are
able to concentrate on the subjects that interest them the
most with the freedom to plan their own time. Students have
more privileges and a much wider range of opportunities.
The Sixth Form experience at EWS presents both challenge and
opportunity. We are academically successful with results that are
above average, in 2019 (The last year of external examinations)
we celebrated record results in every measure. This was further
built upon in 2020 and 2021 when Teacher and Centre Grades
were implemented. However, our Sixth Form is also a place to
broaden knowledge and experience and to develop leadership
skills through a wide variety of extra-curricular activities.
Students fulfil their potential academically by taking greater
ownership of their learning and progress. Most students study
three subjects and complete the Extended Project Qualification.
A successful student is an independent learner who manages his
or her time effectively and is prepared to put in the additional time
and effort to produce the very best outcomes.
Students fulfil their potential personally by making the most of the
opportunities available to them, including participating in our
internship scheme, volunteering in lower school lessons, raising
money for our nominated charities and being part of the school
leadership team.
Finally our pastoral care is outstanding. When students leave
Sixth Form they are more than prepared for life, be it
in higher education or working life. Students invariably leave
EWS, after two enjoyable and challenging years, with excellent
academic results and the determination and drive to be
successful in whatever they choose to do.

MR MARTIN
HEAD OF SIXTH FORM

CELEBRATING SUCCESS

RESULTS 2019 (THE LAST YEAR OF
EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS)
UEA
Manchester Metropolitan
Southampton
Bangor
Gloucester
Birmingham City
Portsmouth
Kent
Swansea
Portsmouth
Lancaster
Nottingham
Greenwich
Worcester
Surrey

London School of Economics
Leicester
Aston
Reading
Grant Thornton
KPMG
Anglian Water
Western Power
Nationwide Building Society
Franklin's Solicitors
Haines Watts
Northamptonshire Police
British Army
Royal Mail
Thames Valley Police

DESTINATIONS OF OUR STUDENTS

Birmingham
Liverpool
De Montfort
Nottingham Trent
Brighton
Northampton
Loughborough
Lincoln
Bedford
Suffolk
Nottingham
Warwick
Surrey
Leicester
Goldsmiths, London
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